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The relations between the results calculated in Parts 11 and Ill [2, 3] for 
the model device and the basic melting characteristics (specific energy consump
tion and output) of a real melting tank furnace can be expressed by means of 
the model device. With real tank furnaces the, values of the fictive de.ad zone,Y 
are high (0.7---0.8) and indicative of considerable reserves, especially as regards 
the course of flow, which mo,.tly involves a large proportion of recycling melt. 
The rMerves can be reduced above all by means of mathematic,al models of the 
melting zones. A., indicated by the graphic repre.sentation of the cutting dou-n of 
the reserves in Ji'iy,. 1 and 2, an economic way i.� provided by raising the output 
of the melting zones while not decrea8ing the melting temperature.,. 

lNTRODUCTION 

The results of calculating the specific energy consumption and output of the 
model device reported in [l-3] are applicable to real melting tanks in the case 
when the factor being investigated affects the microprocesses. An example is 
provided by studying the effect of sand granulometry or refining agent concentra� 
tion on the given quantities Q (specific energy consumption) and output. If the 
macroprocesses are influenced, the valuegof the quantities being investigated depend 
substantially on the geometry of the melting zone and the ma:croconditions (shape 
of the temperature and flow fields). Let us introduce the necessary assumption that 
the geometrical shape of the tank remains the same as in [1-3] (to make a com
parison possible) but that the conditioM inside the device approach the real ones 
(for example, the assumption of isothermal melting and piston flow does not hold). 
Let us attempt an estimate of changes in the calculated values of specific energy 
consumption and output. 

THEORETICAL 

There i s  no piston flo w in  the mel t ing  zone, 
the  temperature i s  constant .  

For this case, the value of constant K in  the equation 
't = K Ttech + Tres· (1) 

is not equal to unity, as was assumed in the calculations. The diflerences between 
the individual paths in the active part of tjle device are given by flow rate distri-
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bution, which, however, is unknown. According to Cooper [4], it is possible to ob
tain, using the measured time of passage, i.e. in our case when Tres in equation ( 1) 
is zero and the time of passage is Ttech, the mean residence time t' by means of the 
approximate expression r = (1.5 to 2.1) Ttech· This estimate allows the values 
of specific energy consumption Q and those of output in the tables in the 
Appendix [10) to be recalculated for the case of const�,nt temperature if the liquid 
of the active part does not move by piston flow. On choosing the value of K,

one can determine the fictive value of the dead zone which, at a given dead zone 
value in the case of piston flow [2, 3) will also express the effect of different 
path quality on the values of Q and output. On choosing K = 2, the conversion 
relation is then given by the equation 

m' = (1 + m)/2. (2) 

The relationship between m' and mis given in Table I. 

Table 1 

Relationship bet ween the fictive value of the dead zone m' expressing the different rates 
of flow along the individual paths and the actual value of the dead zone for K = 2 
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There remains the question over what range one can expect the values of the 
actual proportions of dead zones m in melting zones to vary. While Smrcek [5] 
reports from experiments on real tanks the values ranging from 0.12 to 0.23, 
Krushevski and Harasimovich [6] specify m = 0.09 to 0.40, Tuzsynski [7] re
ports m = 0.88 Wojcicki [8] m = 0.53. The m value depend much on the type 
of the tank; Table I shows that the values of the fictive dead zone (volume) 
will range from 0.55 to 0.85. This means that in the case of real flow and actual 
dead zone m the values of Q and output listed in the diagrams in [2, 3) will be 
found for the increased values of m' according to equation (2). 
Example: If the actual value of the dead zone is equal to 0.2, then the respective 
values of Q and output for the real flow will be found at m' in the diagrams in 
[2, 3]. 

T h e  temperature  i s  n o t  constant, in the  melt ing  z o n e  

Most real melting zones arf not isothermic in character. On the basis of experi
ments with radioactive tracers, some studies specify a relationship betwen the 
t,ime of passage and the mean residence time r. The time of passage is understood 
to be the shortest time of residence of a glass melt element in the melting zone. 
For example, Smrcek [9] suggests the following equation on the basis of investi
gations on several tank furnaces: T

p
as = 0.12 -r. Similarly, Krushevski and Hara

simovich [6] specifiy the value of the numerical constant over the range from 0.08 
to 0.15. What is the cause of the great difference between r and r 

p
ass? According 

to Cooper, this difference, even for channels through which a liquid flows under 
non-isothermic conditions, is roughly given by the equation Tpass = 0.5 r, where 
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the ratio applies only to forward movement. The much larger diffcrencein the case 
of real tanks is therefore due to recycling of the melt. This means that in addition· 
to the actual dead zones where virtually no exchange with the active part 
takes place, there is a large proportion of the tank capacity where the ex
change is limited, i.e. occurs only after several cycles of the melt. The melt recy
cling, which concerns an obviously substantial part of most tanks with respect 
to their capacity, is re.,ponsible for a considerable increase of r values, and thus 
also of energy consumption and reduction of output compared to the idealized 
state Tpass = 'r = Ttechn whose results are listed in the tables in Appendix [10] 
and in the figures in [2,3]. What are the relations between Tpass and Ttechn in real 
tanks 1 On considering the case of ,,little non-isothermic courses" (such as with 
some electric tanks) it may be assumed quite safely that Tpass = T techn· The 
mean value at which the losses are calculated, does not differ much from the 
mean temperature at the flow path characterized by the time of pasage. The 
relationship between the fictive value m' and the actual value min the case when 
recycling is taken into account and Smrcek's relation Tpass = 0.12 r is accepted, 
is then given by the equation 

m' = (m + 7.33)/8.33. (3) 

The relationship between m' and m is given in Table II. 

Tal,fo 1 I 

Relationsliip between the ficti,·e dead zone Yalue m' expressing the effect of t"flcycling 
at inconstnnt krnperat11re and the actual value of the dead space. Tpass = 0.12 r 

On employing the value m = 0.2 published in the literature for a real tank [5J 
and using the also published relationship between Tpass and f [9J, we can seek the 
respective values of energy consumption and output in [2, 3] for the value of 
m' = 0.9 under otherwise the same conditions. The values of melting temperatures 
represent the mean values. 

If the melting is distinctly non-isothermic, the time of passage obtained is given 
by the inequality 

Tpass � Ttechn. pass. (4) 

This is the case because the critical melting path may be different from t,he fast
est path, so that a reserve occurs in the fastest path: 

T = Ttechn. pass + Tres.pass· 

Tres.pass. = 0 when the case is approximately isothermic. 
If Tres.pass. > 0, the following cases are distinguished: 

(5) 

(a) If the fastest path is not at the same time the critical one and the mean
temperature at which the losses are calculated (mean temperature of the melt 
boundary) is close to the mean temperature at the fastest path, then thP 
losses as well as the mean time of residence are calculated at the same tempe-
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rature. In this case, the m' values will be still somewhat higher than would 
correspond to Table II (at the same t/rpass ratio), i.e. the respective energy 
consumptions are also higher and the output lower than in the approximately 
isothermic case. 

(b) If the fastest path is simultaneously the critical one (ires.pass = 0, ipass. =
= itechn.pass) but the mean temperature at the critical path differs from the meau 
melt-boundary temperature, the losses and 't should be ealculated at different 
temperatures. 

(c) If the fastest path is simultaneously the critical one and the mean tempera
ture at the critical path does not differ from the mean melt-boundary tempe
rature, then similarly to the case (a), ires.pass > 0 and the losses and t are 
calculated at different temperatures (case (b)). 

The cases ad (a) and (b) involve the difficulty that the relationship between the 
mean temperature at the fastest path and the mean temperature of the melt 
boundary is usually unknown. However, experience with large glass tanks 
shows that the mean temperatures at the so-called open streamlines are com
paratively low (for example, in the Float tank, according to the results of mathe
matical modelling, they range between 1 200 °0 and 1 300 °C) in the melting zone, 
[111, and probably differ very little from the mean melt boudary tempe
rature. This is why the results of calculation of Q and output, obtained by 
means of the physical model or measured on a long tank operated at constant 
temperature at values of m of about 0.9, are well applicable as first approximation 
even in non-isothermic cases. The numerical values in references [21, [31 and in 
the tables enclosed to report [101 are indicative of great reserves in the operation 
of present-day melting tanks. As has already been mentioned, glass melt recycling 
n the melting zone is mainly responsible for these reserves. 

A ppl icat ion  o f  intens i fy ing  factors in  rea l  melt ing  zones  

As follows from the theoretical section [1], in applying any intensifying factor 
of those summarized in [l] (Fig. 1) and partially investigated in [1-3], it is neces
sary to meet the requirement for completion of all the main melting processes. 
Them arises the problem how to utilize actually the energy (and output) reserve 
produced by application of some intensifying factor. In principle, the favou
rable effect of a given factor may only bring about improved quality of the glass 
melt (this case will not be considered} or raise the tank output, or allows the 
energy input to be reduced, or both at the same time. However, technological 
practice shows that utilization of some of the ways is not arbitrary. 

· The diagram in Fig. 2. allows the conditions under which the reserves can be
utiHzed, to be specified at least qualitatively. In order to base the problem on real 
values, the respective curves were calculated for a model of a continuous tank 
operating at constant temperature, whose melting zone is shown in Fig. 2 [1]. 
However, the course of the respective curves is very similar to those of other fur
naces. In the calculations of specific energy consumption, use is always made of 
the so-c'!Jled standard fl")tting, i.e. the case when the last sand grain or seed get 
exactly to the throat, but do not enter it. This setting corresponds to reserve-free 
melting (equation (1)). 

Fig. 1 show a plot of specific energy consumption vs. temperature for standard 
setting, isothermic melting and the model. Curve 1 (full line) holds for the dis
solution of sand with the effective largest grain diameter of 0.5 mm (Float glass), 
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curve 2 (full line) for 0.3 mm. Elimination of the coarser grain fractions is thus an 
example of an intensifying factor or measure. The dashed lines in Fig. 1 repre
sent specific energy consumption for refining (elimination of seed). The tN value 
designates the nucleating temperature at which heterogeneous nucleation of bub
bles on sand grains begins and the additive relation 

'l"techn. = 'l°D + 'l"RN (6) 
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P'ig. l. Plottinr, the way., of decreasing specific enerr/Y con.mmption with the use of an inten,i/ica
tion factor (reducing the maximum sand grain size) in the model operating at constant tem7Jerature. 

I, 2 - specific energy conmmptionfor sand grain� 0.5 mm and 0.,1 mm in initial size 
A, B, C, D - starting points for reducing the specific energy consumption, 

begins to hold. The sum rn + 'l"RN is then made use of in the calculations. At 
lower temperatures, the elimination of seed and dissolution of sand grains take 
place simultaneously, and in calculating Q, use will be made of the longer of rn 
or r.v (cf. [l]). It should be pointed out that at the lower temperatures, the refining 
curve obtained is quite inaccurate owing to the possibilities of the experimental 
methods employed. The points situated below the respective curves for sand dis
solution or refining thus indicate impermissible states characterized by occurence 
of sand grains or seed in the glass melt (e.g. A is characterized by content of seed), 
while the points above the curves (B, C, D, ) represent admissible states free of 
inhomogeneities. The distance of these points from the rescpective curves, with 
respect to the y ordinate, indicates the energy reserve of the given state (Qr08}. 
All the points situated on the respective lines thus indicate a reserve-free state. 
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It is possible to move in various directions from the respective points A, B, C, D

representing melting at constant temperature with the respective reserve of energy 
(point A has a reserve only with respect to sand dissolution). Particularly two 
ways are of interest. The way perpendicularly downwards is that to increasing 
output at constant temperature, those to the left and downwards (steeper at lower 
temperatures) are the calculated ones towards decreasing the temperature while 
keeping the output constant. Both ways lead to a decrease of specific energy con
sumption. All the other ways at sharp angles between the two ways are mixed 
ones, based on simultaneous increase in output and decrease of temperature. Let 
us start from point A. The state has obviously a reserve with respect to sand dis
solution but lies below the refining curve, i.e. the melt contains seed and the 
state is thus inadmissible. Point B lies above both curves, so that movement along 
both ways is possible. The way towards increasing output leads up to curve 1; 
however, the constant temperature way allows only a slight reduction of the re
serve to be achieved as the refining curve a is soon intersected. Both ways from 
points O and D terminate at the sand dissolution curve. It appears that with 
the exception of very high melting temperatures, the ways towards raising the 
output at constant temperature must be always more advantageous with 
respect to energy consumption. On reducing the radius of the largest sand 
grain (or undertaking another intensifying measure) one obtains curve 2. The 
specific energy consumption can be reduced in the same way as in the previous 
case. However, the state given by point A, like in the case above, is inadmissible 
owing to the occurence of seed. The way of decreasing temperature from point 
B does not provide any greater saving than in the previous case, because one en
counters the same refining curve a; the way of increasing output permits greater 
savings to be achieved, but it is again terminated by coming to the refining curve 
below curve 1 (the finer sand can become effective) and the way to increasing the 
output will get us up to curve 2. In both instances, from point Done reaches almost 
curves 2, the energy savings achieved by both:ways are ''almost the same, the 
output being higher at the higher temperature. 

The account given above allows the following conclusion to be made: if the ener
gy consumption is limited below the nucleating temperature of refining, no saving 
in energy can be achieved by an intensifying measure speeding up the dissolution 
of sand. Unfortunately, such a case occurs quite frequently in practice and the 
question is whether such a limitation can be eliminated. If one cannot raise the 
melting temperature to the value requierd, the refining can be carried out at high 
temperature in the subsequent reservoir (refining zone). In that case the refining 
curve a will no longer hold up to tN. An intensifying measure is then allowed to 
proceed up to curve 1 or 2, and the respective specific energy consumption is given 
by the distance on ordinate y from the origin to the intersection with dashed lines 
1' or 2' at the temperature corresponding to the intersection of the chosen way 
with curves 1 or 2. In this instance, curves 1' and 2' represent the total energy con
sumption for melting and refining (in our case it is refining at 1 450 °C in a zone 
of the same size and shape as has the melting zone of the model). 

The difference between curves 1' and 1, and 2' and 2 specifies the consumption 
of energy for refining in the second reservoir (refining zone) only; the energy 
is substantially smaller than that consumed in dissolving the sand. Some numeri
cal results are listed in Table III. 

And now about the problem of a glass melt passing through a classical melting 
tank with a certain temperature schedule. Such an instance is represented in Fig. 2. 
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Table III Specific energy cousuption and specific output of the model after reducing the maxinrnm grain size from 0.5 mm to 0.3 mm (refining can be the limiting factor - cf. Fig. 1 ), 
m = 0.8, Float glass melt 

-- --
Ocigfoal state �Way ofdoo,. tempo,. Way of incr. output 

Point at constant output at constant temper. 
Q [kJ/kg] I l' [t/m3d] Q [kJ /kg] I l' [t/m3d] Q [kJ/kg] I P [t/m3d] 

--

A+ 19 000 0.14 16 000 0.14 8100 0.45 
B 8 000 0.52 7 800 0.52 5 000 1.13 
C 5 000 1.45 4 500 1.45 3 100 6.90 
D 3 500 8.05 3 050 6.05 2 900 96.00 
+ the limiting function of refining was not considered, only sand dissolution being taken intoaccocunt 
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Fig. 2. Plotting the way• of reducing specific energy conswnptim, with the u-,e of an intensificat
ion factor in a tank operated according to a temperature schedule. 1, 2 � specific energy conswnp

tionfor sand grain, having the initial sizes of 0.5 mm and 0.3 mm, 3, 5, 4, 4, 6, 7 - initial 
points for reducing the specific energy consumption. 

Curves 1 and 2 are the same as in :Fig. 1, so that the tank has the same rate of 
specific losses, the refining curves in the region above tN are also almost identical 
with those of the previous case. However, this time the refining curve is not known 
and its calculation would require knowledge of a large number of data on refining, 
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flow, and their complex calculation. The course of the refining curve can at least 
be estimated. For the case of absence of a distinct temperature maximum, the same 
shape of the refining curve as in the previous case is assumed (curve a). Points 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 correspond to the energy consumption estimated reserves for 
various sand paths through the melting zone. The paths were obtained by mathe
matical modelling of a sheet glass tank and the specific energy consumptions are 
given at the mean temperatures along the respective paths. Paths 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 
obviously lie below refining curve a. This portion of melt would thus contain 
seed. An increase in temperature in the zone of the maximum above tN would shift 
the refining curve a to the left, to a'. All of the states 1-7 are now admissible, the 
melt is free of inhomogeneities and the energy consumption can be reduced in the 
usual way. The possibilities provided by the tank depend of course on that path 
along which the respective melting or refining curve is reached first. For example 
with respect to a', point 1 is free of reserves, so that the specific energy consumption 
of the melting tank cannot be reduced. The other points allow the respective re
fining or melting curve to be reached. However, particularly the way using decre
asing temperature is often limited by refining, as the glass melt has not been heated 
to an adequately high temperature in the lower layers of the maximum tempera
ture zone. Only by placing the refining curve completely below curves 1 and 2 it 
is possible to utilize the melting reserves arising in this case by reducing the maxi
mum sand grain radius. The state is represented by curve a" and indicates the situa
tion in which the refining ability in the neighbourhood of the maximum has been 
promoted to a degree when all of the melt at all of the mean melting temperatures 
will pass through the maximum temperature zone (above iN), so that rapid and 
perfect refining is ensured. The total specific energy consumptions along the indi
vidual paths are then again given by the distance on ordinate y from origin to the 
intersection with curves 1' or 2' at the temperature corresponding to the inter
section of the chosen way with curves 1 or 2. The y distance between curves 1'

and 1, or 2' and 2 gives the specific energy consumption for refining at the 
temperature maximum. The least advantageous path again limits the possibilities 
of the way chosen. The state characterized by refining curve a' and points 1-7 
is obviously quite frequent in practice and was probably the cause of failure 
in the use of classified sands employed with the aim to reduce the specific energy 
consumption. It may therefore be said that if the dissolution of sand is decisive 
with regard to specific energy consumption, refining is oft.en the limiting factor 
of its reduction. 

CONCLUSION 

The model dealt with in [1-3] is incapable of taking into account the so-called 
partial melt recycling which takes place in real tanks, raises considerably the value 
of energy consumption and cuts down the output. If the relationships and values 
derived and calculated in parts [1-3] are to be utilized under actual conditions in 
the absence of piston flow and under non-isothermic conditions, it is necessary to 
introduce the value of the so-called fictive dead zone, which characterizes the real 
melting zone. Calculations indicate that for the current dead zone values specified 
in the literature, the fictive dead zones of real melting tanks are high (about-0. 7-
0.9) and imply the existence of great reserves in real melting zones. However, in 
order to utilize these reserves it is primarily necessary to resolve the layout and 
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geometrical shapes of the melting zones, in particular with the use of mathematical 
models. As indicated by the diagrams obtained, the reserves established should 
be utilized above all to raise the output of the melting zone while maintaining the 
respective level of temperatures, rather than to decrease the mean melting tempera
tures and maintain the constant output. 
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Lis t  of  symbols  

- portion of the dead zone in  a real tank

- fictive portion of the dead zone including the influence of
the real flow, or possibly of non-isothermic conditions

- the mean time of residence of the melt in the continuous mel
ting tank [ s]

- dimensionless constant expressing the ratio of the mean time
of residence in the melting zone to the time of residence along
the critical path [s]

- time required for completion of the technological process
along the critical path [s]

- time reserve of the melting process [ s]

- mean specific energy consumption for melting [kJ /kg]

- the shortest time of passage of a melt element through the
thank [s]

- technological time of melting along the fastest path [s]

- reserve along the fastest path [s]

- time required for dissolution of solid sand particles (sand-free
time) [s]

- time required for refining the heterogeneously nucleated seed,
[s]

- energy reserve of the given state [kJ/kg]

- temperature at which bubbles (seed) nucleate on sand grains
[OCJ

- output of the melting zone [t/24h]

- specific reaction heat [kJ/kg]
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- specific heat required for heating the melt to the technological
temperature [kJ/kg]

- specific heat dissipated by gaseous products of batch decom
position [kJ/kg]

HLAVNi TECHNOLOGICKE CHARAKTERISTIK Y SKLARSK)'.'CH 
TAVICfCH PROSTORU Z HLEDISKA PRUBtHU TAVICfHO PROCESIT 

Cast IV: Aplikace nnmerickych vS,sledk1"1 v realnych tavicich pro,storech 

Lubomfr Nemec, Simona Lanrentova 

Osta,1 chemie 8kelnych a keramickych materialu CSA V 120 00 Praha 
Vy8oka ,!;kola chemicko-technologicka, lmtedra technologie silikatu, 166 28 l'raha 

V)'pocty m/\rnfch energetickych spoti'eb a vyko111·1 modeioveho taviciho prostorn v Mstech 
(2, 3) ukazuji na vyznamne upiatneni usporach\ni proudeni projevnjici se v hodnot/\ mrtveho 
prostoru. Vztah mezi pouzitym rnodelem a realnym proudenirn by! pl'iblizn/\ vyjadl'en pomoci 
tzv. fiktivniho mrtveho prostoru realneho taviciho prostoru (viz Tab. I a II), vyjadl'ujiciho vliv 
recirkulace skloviny a rozdilne kvality drah tavicim prostorern. Pro bi'lzna realna zarlzenf vy
chazeji hodnoty ti'lchto fiktivnich mrtvych prostor1·1 vysoke (0. 7- .,Q,9) a svi'ldci o znacnfch rezer
vach bHnych tavicich zarizeni. Snizov,\ni techto rezerv je v moznostech pi'edevMm matematic
kych modehi tavicich prostoru. Ohr. I a 2 a Tab. III ukazuji, ze intenzifikaci ziskane rezervy j<> 
ekonomicke vyuzit ke zvyseni vykonu pfi zachon\ni teplot, nikoliv ke snizovanf teplot za kon
stantniho vfkonu, jak se nekdy praktikuje. 

Obr. 1. Zobrazeni zpitsobu sni:fovani mlrne energeticke spothby pfi uplatnlni intenzifik-alniho fak
toru (,mlzeni max. velikosti zrn pisku) v modelovem zafizeni tavicim za kon.•tantni teploty; 
1,2 - mlrna spotfeba energie pro piskova zrna poMt. velikosti 0,5 a 0,3 mm 
A, B, C,D - vychozi body pro snizovani mlrne energeticke spotfeby. 

Obr. 2. Zobrazeni zpusobu snizovani mlrne energeticke spotfeby pfi uplatnlni intenzijil,:acniho fak
toru v zafizeni tavicim s teplotnim rezimem; 
1,2 - mlrna energeticka spotfeba pro piskova zrna pol. velikollti 0,5 a 0,3 mm 
,1,5 4, 5, 6, 7 - vychozi body pro snizovani mlrne energeticke spotfeby. 
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:IyooMup lleMel_\, CHMOHa .1laypcHT0Ba* 

J/11c1111u11y111 xu,,11uu cmn·a;i1,1tblX u ,;epa.1tu<1f'c1,ux .1rn11up1w.we l/CAJJ, 120 60 Jlpa2a 

*Xu.11111,0·111f'J'110.rn.'1111ri·h'lllt w,r,11111111,11111, h'1ujiriJpa 111P:r1w.10?1t11 cummamoe, 166 28 llpa,•a 

I 'ar <JPTl,l y ;�c.'IhHJ.lX :me fll'!'Tll'!PC IW X par XOi\OB ll MOll(HOl'TCII MO;(C:lhHO rn (' TCKJ!OB,l peu-
110 J'() rrpocTpaHCTBa R 111\CTflX (2, :1) 11B:1HIOTl'H CBll}\PT('J[H'TBOM :lHH'IHTPJlhHOl'O AeiicTBIHl 
yuopH;\O'lCHIIH npoTOWI, rrpo1rn.:IHIOll(CC!'H D BeJm•mue MCpTBOl'O rrponpaHCTRa, 0THOlllCHHe 
Meaqy npnMeHHCMOll MOilCJIJ,10 11 peaJll,HhlM npoTOKOM MOIBHO rrpn6m13HTCJll,HO Bhlpa,IIITI, 
l' IlOMOHll,10 THI, ua:1, (,Pl!RTllDIIOl'O MCpTBOro rrponpam·Tna peaJihHOro CTCHJIOBapeHIIOJ'll 
11 (lOCT(lUIIL'TBa ( n1, TaG:r. I. 11 II.), Bbl paarn1011wro B!ll!lIHIJe IJCl(UIJHY,'IHI(llll ('TCK.'TOMflCl'hl 
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H pa3JIH'JHOJ'O KOJlll 'lel'TBa nyTl'ii 'ICfJl':J ,·Te1;:10Ba peHHOl' 11 fl0('T(Ji1HCTB0. JI l' ;1y•!iW pPa:lhHhlX 
Yl'Ti\HOBOK Bl'JIH1Jl!Hl,I np1rno;v1Mh!X <JJ111,TflBHh!X MCflTBhiX 11po(·Tpam·TB BJ,l('OJ,11 (11,7-0,H) 
II }JB;urn)Tl' H l'Bl1/\l'TC.1hl'.TBOM 3Ha'lllTCJlhllhlX peaepBOB OUM'IHhl X ('TC1,:10BapcHHJ,lX )"l'THHOBOJ,. 
llonumeu11c ;1aHHhlX pcacpBOB :i,rn;110•1aeT1'H upem;\C Bl'l'J"O B B03MOlRHOl'Tll llJJJIMCHl'Hllll 
,1rnTl'MaT11•w1·1,11x !'.10;1c:1cii ('T<m:toBapcnuux nponpam·Tn. P11l'yHim l 11 2 11 Ta,1:1. I I 1. 110-
i;a:ii,rnamT, 'ITO IIHTCHl'J14JJIJ(HI\IICii no.:ry•1CHHhlC peaepB1,1 MOlRHO ;Jl{OHOMl!lJCl'KII ll('f[0'1f,:IOB1\Th 
;1:111 HOBhIIIIeHIIH MOil{H01'TH IIJJH ,·00:110;\ellllll TeMnepaTyp, a He )\,'lH HOHlllRCHIIH TeMncpaTyp 
II Jlll l[()('TOHHHOii MOll{HO('TII, (' 'ICM HC pa:1 MUlRIIO B('TJlCTII Thl'H Ha npai;nmc. 

1'111. l. Jfao6paJJCP/{I/P ('/{(/('LJ6{l IIOHllJIC('Hll.'! yde.lbHVcO ;mep?emu�PCh"(),'() /){U'XOJ/Cll npu IIJ!ll,l(('
llefillll llll/llPH/'11!PUJ.{ll/ll01ili0c0 ljhlh'/110/!/I (IIIJl/1/JICP/lllC .IWh"Cll,\1{1.7bHO?O pai1,Wl'/l(l ,JPf'P/1 
ner,;a) 1w .11oil1•.n11oi1 n11e,;.rneapemwi1 yc111111w111,-e, pa6oma10111ei1 11pu no1·111n.'!wwi1 
11/P.\11/Pj>Olll)Jf'P.' , :! �- yiJP,1bl/biJ j>!/l'XOd .J//PfJf'llll (/.U/, .JPj>PH /IPl'h'(I C ll!::rodHht.U /1!13,1/P

/JO,I/ 0,{J II IJ,3 ..it.w: .11, Ii, C, IJ --- 11r:roi!111,w mo�J.ll iJ.1J1. 1101t11J1cP111ui yiJe.11,1w.'o :nt1'/J
,•e111 U'il'l'J.n,,o J)(ll':;:oiJa. 

l'11c. :!. JI.Jo6paJ1cenue c11u1·06uu 1toHuJ1ceHu:i yJe.tb1t11,'o .mep2emu,;ec,;o.:o pacxoiJa npu 1tpu.uP-
11P111rn lllll/!e/-lCUfPUHll{/llO/lf-t020 fP!lh"IIWJ>O /I.II {'l//eh'.106/lfJUIHOll :iJ('IIWHOBh"e (' 11/('.llll�pa
lll!Jplll,l.lt j>PJl(U,H0.11: /,:! - yiJe.lbHhlll .JHPJJ,'Plllll•IPl'h"llli pac:coi! cJ.ui .1PJJl'H /{Pf/,'(/ (' ur
.;;oiJ111,1.1i pa3.1tepo.1t O,J u fl,3 MM, 3, J, .J, J, U, 7 -- - urxoiJ111,1e 111o�Hlt iJ.i.'i 1101111.11CPJt11R 

yiJt'.'l t.11101-'o a He f>?P111 ll1.1.Pt·1to�o par:cor'a. 
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